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Head First Servlets and JSP: Passing the Sun Certified Web Component Developer Exam (Brain-Friendly Guides)O'Reilly, 2008
Looking to study up for the new J2EE 1.5 Sun Certified Web Component Developer (SCWCD) exam? 
  
  This book will get you way up to speed on the technology you'll know it so well, in fact, that you can pass the brand new J2EE 1.5 exam. If that's what you want to do, that is. Maybe you don't care about the exam, but need to use servlets...
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Advanced CISSP Prep Guide: Exam Q & AJohn Wiley & Sons, 2002
Get ready to pass the CISSP exam and earn your certification with this advanced test guide    

Used alone or as an in-depth supplement to the bestselling The CISSP Prep Guide, this book provides you with an even more intensive preparation for the CISSP exam. With the help of more than 300 advanced questions and detailed answers,...
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AutoCAD 2012 and AutoCAD LT 2012 BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2011

	Learning AutoCAD or AutoCAD LT is a bit like trying to decide which came first — the chicken or the egg. On one hand, you need to know the basics before you can start drawing. On the other hand, understanding the basics can be very difficult if you haven't had the experience of drawing something. In this Quick Start chapter, you...
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Quantum Mechanics: A Simplified ApproachCRC Press, 2018

	
		Quantum mechanics is one of the most challenging subjects to learn. It is challenging because quantum phenomenon is counterintuitive, and the mathematics used to explain such a phenomenon is very abstract, and difficult to grasp. This textbook is an attempt to overcome these challenges. Every chapter presents quantum ideas step- by-...
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How to Use Lotus Notes 6Que, 2003
How to Use Lotus Notes R6 provides the beginning user with a straight-forward, visual approach to learning.  It presents the most used tasks in an easy-to-follow manner, with simple directions using icons and full-color illustrations and graphics. Readers also find How-To Hints, which provide helpful shortcuts and tips for getting the most...
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Beginning C# 3.0: An Introduction to Object Oriented Programming (Wrox Beginning Guides)Wrox Press, 2008
Beginning C# is a book that offers a lot of guidance, in a format that readers find intuitive to follow. The exercise-based format of the Wrox Beginning series has a strong following by all levels of readers, and is one that works very well in the classroom or home. Written by a veteran programming instructor, this is the perfect mix of tutorial,...
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Programming for the Absolute Beginner (No Experience Required)Course Technology PTR, 2007
Want to learn computer programming but aren't sure where to start? Programming for the Absolute Beginner provides a gentle learning curve in programming for anyone who wants to develop fundamental programming skills and create computer programs. The primary focus is on teaching the reader how to program using a free implementation of BASIC called...
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Understanding IPv6, Second EditionMicrosoft Press, 2008
Now updated for Windows Server 2008 and Windows Vista, this guide delivers in-depth technical information on Internet Protocol version 6 (IPv6). IPv6 greatly improves on IPv4, the current protocol, by vastly increasing the number of available addresses and by adding enhancements for security, multimedia traffic management, routing, and network...
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Matlab for Neuroscientists: An Introduction to Scientific Computing in MatlabAcademic Press, 2008
Matlab is the accepted standard for scientific computing, used globally in virtually all Neuroscience and Cognitive Psychology laboratories. For instance, SPM, the most used software for the analysis and manipulation of fMRI images in research and clinical practice is fully programmed in matlab, and its use of the possibility to allow for...
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CCSP IPS Exam Certification Guide (Exam Certification Guides)Cisco Press, 2005
CCSP IPS Exam Certification Guide is a best of breed  Cisco® exam study guide that focuses specifically on the  objectives for the IPS exam. Cisco Security Test Engineer Earl  Carter shares preparation hints and test-taking tips, helping you  identify areas of weakness and improve your...
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InDesign CS2 at Your FingertipsSybex, 2005
If you're making the switch from QuarkXPress or PageMaker to Adobe InDesign or just starting out with page layout and design, InDesign CS2 at Your Fingertips is your ultimate reference. Its award-winning format gives you easy and instant access to all the tasks you'll want to perform. Author Ted LoCascio is a highly qualified...
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Visual C# 2005 DemystifiedMcGraw-Hill, 2005
The FAST and EASY way to learn VISUAL C+ 2005
 Start programming in Visual C# 2005 right away -- even if you don't have formal training, unlimited time, or a genius IQ.  In Visual C# 2005 Demystified, programming instructor Jeff Kent provides an effective, illuminating, and entertaining way to learn to use this...
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